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INTERACTION OF 42-MeV  ALPHA PARTICLES WITH HELIUM-3 

by John S. Vincent  and  Edmund T. Boschitz 

Lewis  Research  Center 

SUMMARY 

The  center-of-mass  differential  cross  section  for  elastic  and  nonelastic  scattering 
of 42-MeV alpha  particles  from 3He was  measured  between 20' and 160'. A phenomeno- 
logical  description of the  elastic  data is given  by an  optical  model  calculation. It was 
found that  to  reproduce  the  shape of the  data  the  absorptive  potential  must  extend  radially 
beyond the  real  potential.  Including a small  spin-orbit  potential  in  the  calculation  im- 
proves  the  comparison  with  the  experiment  and  predicts a polarization  which is consist- 
ent  with  one  measurement at a nearby  energy.  The  reaction  cross  section  given by the 
optical  model  calcula€ion is close  to a minimum  value  estimated  from  integration of ob- 
served  inelastic  events. 

The two-body reactions He(cY,  p) Li,  ground  and first excited  states,  were  meas- 3 6 

ured  between 20' and 160' (center of mass).  Optical  potentials  determined  from  elastic 
scattering  data  were  used  in a distorted-wave  Born  approximation  prediction  for  these 
cross  sections.  Qualitative  agreement  was  obtained  assuming only the He stripping 
mode. 

3 

INTRODUCTION 

The  interaction of He with  He  presents  an  interesting  problem  in  the  study of few- 3 4 

nucleon  systems.  The elastic scattering  has  been  studied  for  energies  to  23.6 MeV 
(refs. 1 to 8) in  the  center-of-mass  system.  At low energies,  phase-shift  analysis 
(ref. 8) can  yield  excellent  descriptions of the  cross  sections  while  giving  much  informa- 
tion  concerning states of the compound system.  This  technique  has  been  exploited  to 
center-of-mass  energies of 10.3 MeV, assuming  that only  two-body reactions  leading 
to p + Li  contribute to the  imaginary  phase  shifts.  At  higher  energies  this would prob- 
ably be a poor assumption  because of the  onset of multibody  reactions.  A  second  ap- 
proach  has  been  the  synthesis of an  effective  interaction  from two-body potentials 

6 



through  use of the  method of resonating  groups  (refs. 9 and 10). This  method has  been 
used  for  center-of-mass  energies  to  18 MeV. The  shape of the elastic differential  cross 
section is quite  well  predicted,  but  the  calculation at 18 MeV greatly  overestimates  the 
magnitude,  probably  because of the  neglect of inelastic  channels.  A  third  theoretical 
technique is the  application of the  conventional  optical  model  to  the 18-MeV center-of- 
mass  data  (ref. 11) of Birmingham.  The  unsuccessful  attempts  to f i t  this  data by 
Hodgson  (ref. 12) led  to  consideration of spectator  exchange  terms  in  the  amplitude. 
The  result of these  calculations,  however,  was  only  qualitative  agreement  with  experi- 
ment. In all these  studies  the  spin-orbit  part of the  scattering  potential  was  neglected. 
Although there  are  indications  (refs.  13  to  15)  that  this  potential is small,  the  extent  to 
which  effects on the  cross  section  are  manifested is not known. 

The  purpose of the  work  reported  herein is to  provide a more  complete  experimental 
picture of the  interaction of He with He at 18 MeV. This included a more  precise 
elastic  differential  cross  section,  an  estimate of the  lower  limit of total  reaction  cross 
section,  and  measurement of the  prominent two-body reactions.  These  data  were  an- 
alyzed  using  the  optical  model  and  the  distorted-wave  Born  approximation. In the  anal- 
y s i s  of elastic  scattering,  the  effects of adding a spin-orbit  potential  were  investigated 
and the  results  are  compared with  our  earlier  polarization  measurement  (ref.  15). 

3 4 

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

The 42-MeV alpha-particle  beam of the  Lewis  Research  Center  cyclotron  was fo- 
cused  onto a He gaseous  target  located at the  center of a 1.5-meter  scattering  chamber. 
The  target  container  was a 10-centimeter-diameter  cylinder  having  windows of 2. 5-pm 
Havar.  The  pressure  was  about 1/4 atmosphere,  and it was continuously  monitored by 
an  electrical  transducer  which  was  accurate  to *l torr.  The  temperature  was  constant 
during  the  experiment to within 1' C. Mass analysis of the  contents of the  target  before 
and after the  experiment  indicated  less  than  5  parts  per  thousand  contaminant,  mostly 
4He. The  beam  spot at the  target  was  3  millimeters  in  diameter  with a divergence of 
about 9 milliradians.  Integration of the  incident  beam  current  was judged to  be  accurate 
to about 1 percent.  The  direction of the  beam  was  determined  to  within 0. 1' by 
measurement of the  scattering  yield at several  small  angles  both  to  the  right  and left. 
The  particle  detection  system  consisted of an E-AE silicon  counter  telescope  and  an 
electronic  device of the  type  designed by  Goulding (ref.  16),  which  separates  reaction 
products by mass.  The  angular  resolution of the  telescope  was 0.73' half width. The 
data  were  corrected  for  lost  counts  caused by electronic  dead  time. 

The  raw  scattering  data  were  analyz&.by  least-square  fitting of the  spectra.  A 
typical  spectrum for the  reaction 3He(ms & Li is shown in  figure 1. The two data  peaks 
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correspond  to  protons  which  leave  Li  in  the  ground  and first excited states. Since  the 
excited state near  channel 25 is above  the  threshold  for  Li  breakup  into He + D, there 
is a continuum of protons below the  data.  The  extraction of the  integrated  number of 
counts  in  this  peak  was  accomplished by the following  procedure. First, the  ground- 
state peak (near  channel 45) was  fitted by a skewed  Gaussian  function  in  which  the  skew- 
ness and  width  were  allowed  to  vary.  Once  the  shape of this  typical peak  had  been  dejer- 
mined, this  shape  was  reintroduced as a fixed  parameter  for  fitting of the  excited state. 
This  procedure  eliminates,  to a large  extent,  the  distortion of this  peak  caused by the 
underlying  proton  continuum,  the  gross  subtraction of which is approximated by an  arbi- 
trary  logarithmic  function  (dashed  line  in  fig. 1). The  results of this  procedure are in- 
dicated by the  solid  curve  in  figure 1, which is thought to  be  accurate  to  better  than 
10  percent.  Data  extracted are used  to  compute  the  center-of-mass  differential  cross 
sections  given  in  tables I and II. 

6 
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ANALYSIS OF ELASTIC  SCATTERING 

Certainly  one of the  simplest,  but  perhaps not the  most  lucid,  description of 
4 3He- He scattering at, these  energies is provided by the  optical  model.  The  number of 

parameters  necessary  to  describe  the  data is quite few compared  to a phase-shift  anal- 
ysis, and the  reaction  cross  section is easily  introduced  through  use of the  absorptive 
potential.  The  latter  device is probably a better  approximation  to  reality at 18 MeV 
than  the  neglect of reaction  channels, as in  the  resonating  group  approach (ref. 10). 
This is true  because  the  energy is much  higher  than  required  for  the  disintegration of 
3He into  p + d(Q = 5.4 MeV) and  p + p + n(Q = 7.7  MeV). For  these  reasons,  the  usual 
optical  model  was  employed. A modified  version of the computer  program (ref. 17) 
SCAT 4 was  used.  The  potentials  were  local,  with the real part having the  conventional 
Woods-Saxon form  factor.  Various  different  shapes  were  employed  for  the  absorptive 
potential,  and  the  spin-orbit term  was of the  Thomas  type. All  parameters of the po- 
tentials  could  be  varied  automatically by a search  routine  (ref.  18) so as to  obtain  the 
best fit to  the  experimental  data. 

The  result of the first optical  model  search is shown, together  with  the  experimental 
data,  in  figure 2. The  initial  parameters  were  those of Tang,  Schmid,  and  Wildermuth 
(ref. 9); the real and  absorptive  form  factors were the  same  and of the Woods-Saxon 
type.  The  resulting  curve  (similar  to  theirs)  does not give a good description of the 
data,  especially at scattering angles greater  than 100'. The  reaction cross section  pre- 
dicted  was 100 millibarns.  This  value  was judged to  be  more  than  an  order of magnitude 
too low by using  the following  arguments.  All  reactions  except  those  leading  to  p + Li 6 

have a scattered  alpha  particle as one of the  products.  Therefore,  integration of the 
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complete  inelastic  alpha-particle  spectrum  over all energies  and  angles  and  addition of 
the p + Li  reaction  cross  sections  should  yield the total  reaction  cross  section.  As  an 
approximation,  certainly  giving a lower  limit  to this cross  section, the inelastic  portion 
of the experimental  alpha  spectrum  was  integrated for E, 1 17 MeV and  the  cross sec- 
tion  computed  for a series of angles. The  result is shown in figure 3, together  with a 
reasonable  extrapolation  to  zero  scattering angle. This  curve  was  integrated,  yielding 
a value of 1260 millibarns. The p + Li  reaction  cross  sections of 100 millibarns are 
small  by comparison,  but the minimum  value of the total reaction  cross  section  must  be 
greater  than 1300 millibarns. 

6 

6 

To  try  to  resolve  the  discrepancy  between the first optical  model  prediction of 
100 millibarns  and  our  estimate,  another  approach  was  attempted.  The real and  imagi- 
nary  potential  form  factors  in  the  optical  model  were  allowed  to  vary independently.  A 
considerable  improvement  was  achieved.  Figure  4  shows  the  results of several  com- 
puter  searches,  each  starting  with a different  absorptive  form  factor.  Figure 5 shows 
a calculation  similar  to  those  in  figure  4 but  having a real potential  which is about a 
factor of 2  deeper.  All  these  computations  predict a total  reaction  cross  section  between 
1100 and 1200 millibarns,  which is close  to  our  estimate of a lower  limit. An interesting 
point is that although the three  absorptive  form  factors  differ  greatly,  they  have  in  com- 
mon a large radial extension beyond the real  potential. In fact, if  an  attempt is made  to 
force  the  absorptive  radius  to  smaller  values, the search program  increases the depth 
and  diffuseness  to  produce  roughly the same amount of absorption at a large  radius.  The 
relation  between these variables  for a constant  standard  deviation is shown in  figure 6. 

Finally, the effect of adding a small  spin-orbit  potential  was  investigated.  The 
principal  result  was  to  decrease  the  depth of the  second  minimum  in the elastic cross  
section so as to bring the calculations  closer  to the data, as shown by the solid  curve  in 
figure 7 for  potential  set I (table Et). Figure 7 also  shows a calculation  using  potential 
set II (table ID); both  the  shallow  and  deep  real  potential  solutions a r e  given, as there  
is some  question as to which is more desirable for reaction  theory  calculations.  The 
description of the data is quite good in  both  cases. 

Further  investigation  revealed that use  of a spin-orbit  potential  larger  than about 
1 MeV impaired  both fits to the cross  section.  Also, it should be noted that  the spin- 
orbit potential  was  taken  to be attractive, as in  proton  scattering.  However,  the  sign of 
the spin  orbit  potential is not known for  the He-4He interaction, as the  earlier  experi- 3 

ment  (ref. 15) measured only the  magnitude of polarization.  But the small  values of the 
spin-orbit  potential a r e  in  general  agreement  with  other  work (refs. 13 and  14) on the 
elastic  scattering of polarized He. 3 
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3He(a, p$Li REACTIONS 

The  prominent two-body reactions going t o p  + Li  in  the  ground state (Q = -4.02 MeV) 6 

and first excited state (Q = -6.20 MeV) were  observed.  The first of these  transitions 
has  been  studied by using 17-MeV protons  (ref. 19) for  the  time-reversed  reaction. An 
important fact for  the  He(a, p) reaction is that at 18 MeV (center of mass)  the  energy 
is about 1 MeV below that  necessary to extract a proton  from  the  incident  alpha  particle. 
Therefore, it would be  expected  that  target ( He) stripping  and  proton  knockout  from 
3He would be  favored.  The  experimental  data shown  in figures 8  and 9 indicate  an  en- 
hancement of large-angle  scattering  which is indicative of target  stripping. 

3 

3 

There are several  difficulties  which  are  encountered  in  making a theoretical  calcu- 
lation  for  these  reactions;  some  can  be  classified as computational  complexities  and 
others are more  intrinsic  in  nature.  In  the first place,  most  Born  approximation  calcu- 
lations  assume one reaction  mechanism to the  exclusion of others.  This  probably is not 
realistic  for  He(a, p) Li  reactions. In the  case of target  stripping  the  interaction is 
caused by the  d-p  potential,  whereas  for knockout the  a-p  potential is used.  Certainly, 
neither of these  processes  can be excluded.  Hird  (ref. 20) has  studied  the  12C(a, p) N 
reaction including  both  stripping  and  knockout  in the plane-wave  approximation.  The 
comparison  with  data  gave  only  qualitative  agreement.  In  the  distorted-wave  formalism, 
Hird (ref. 20) and  Edwards (ref. 21) point  out that knockout or stripping is excluded 
depending  on the  definition of the  distorted  waves, but  they  suggest  that  this is primarily 
a computational  difficulty.  In  this  work,  the  distorted-wave  theory  (ref. 22) is used, 
assuming only the  stripping  mechanism. 

3  6 
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Another  problem  encountered  with  the  distorted-wave  formalism is connected  with 
the  use of optical  potentials. Both  knockout  and  stripping  matrix  elements  have t e rms  
which a r e  neglected by assuming a heavy core nucleus. In essence,  the  theory  (ref. 23) 
approximates  the exit particle-core  interaction by the  exit-channel  optical  potential. 
This is a poor approximation  for  light  targets,  and  the  correct  calculation  involves  quite 
some  mathematical  difficulty  (ref.  23).  In  the  case of He(a,  p)Li  this  corresponds  to 
neglecting  the t e rm containing  V a - p  - vLi-p; this  approximation  was  made  herein. 
For  the  entrance  channel  the  optical  potential  used  was  the  second  set  from  table 111, and 
for  the  p - 6Li  channel a separate  calculation  was  made on the 19-MeV proton  scattering 
from  Li of Vanetsian et al. (ref. 24). The  results are shown in  figure 10. 

3  6 
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6 

Finally,  direct  reaction  amplitudes  contain  the  bound-state  wave-functions. For a 
light  nucleus,  such as Li, some  crude  approximations  are  usually  made;  for  instance, 
an  alpha-particle  core  with  individual  nucleons or  a cluster  moving  in  orbit  about it. If 
the  reaction  occurs  primarily at the  nuclear  surface,  this kind of approximation  might 
be  valid  because  the  asymtotic  form of the  wave  function at large  radii  is not sensitive 
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to the internal  structure. (Of course, the absolute  magnitude of the computed c ross  
section  will be sensitive to different  wave  functions  used  even  though the shape is not. ) 

For  the  ground-state  transition, a deuteron  from  He  was  assumed  to be captured 
into an s-state orbit  about  an  alpha-particle core. The  eigenenergy of the bound state 
was -1.50 MeV, the deuteron  separation  energy. These calculations are shown in f ig-  
u re  8. The dashed curve  considers  reactions  which  occur  throughout the target volume, 
whereas the solid  curve is for  reactions  which  take  place  in the nuclear  surface, at radii 
greater  than 4 fermi,  This radius  was  chosen  empirically,  for the best match at large 
angles. The  deep  minima  in all the calculations a r e  not in  agreement  with  the data; 
however, the cutoff calculation,  indicating  surface  reaction,  seems  to be in  better  agree- 
ment  than the noncutoff curve,  especially  in the stripping  peak.  The  situation is some- 
what  improved if some  capture  into a d-state orbit is included. This is allowed  from 
spin  and  parity  considerations. The dot-dashed  curve  in  figure 8 shows the resul ts  of 
equal  amounts of d- and  s-state  capture.  The  amplitudes  were  added  coherently  and  the 
squares  summed  over  magnetic  quantum  numbers. 

3 

The cross  section  for  transition  to the first excited state in  Li is interesting be- 6 

cause this level is unstable  for  decay into  He + D by about 1 MeV. The  level  width 4 

(ref. 25) determined  from  inelastic  proton  and  deuteron  scattering is 25 keV, corre-  
sponding to a lifetime of 2.6~10~~' second,  which is long  compared  to  incident  particle 
t ransi t   t ime  across  the nucleus.  Although our direct reaction  code  does not consider 
transitions to unbound states, it seems  reasonable  that a weakly bound particle wave 
function  might be a good approximation, if the level  width is narrow enough. A series 
of stripping  calculations  was  made,  therefore,  using as a model a weakly bound final 
state having the deuteron  in a d-orbit.  Figure 9 shows three theoretical  curves. The 
dashed curve is for  reactions  throughout  the  nuclear  volume.  This  shape  does not differ 
for  "pseudo"  binding energies of 0.8, 0.5, o r  0.09 MeV. The solid  and  dot-dashed 
curves  are  radial cutoff calculations  for the same  surface  region as used  for  the  ground- 
state calculations.  The  binding  energies  were 0. 5 and 0.09 MeV, respectively.  Al- 
though the models  used are extremely  crude,  the  description of the data in  the  stripping 
peak is quite good, and this may  indicate  some  measure of validity  for  the  assumptions. 

CONCLUSIONS 

An optical  model  description  for the elastic scattering of He from 3He gives a good 4 

description of the data at 18 MeV (center of mass),  provided a rather large radial ex- 
tention of the absorptive  potential is assumed.  Within  the  framework of the  optical 
model, this assumption is necessary  to  provide a large  reaction cross section  in  agree- 
ment  with the experimental  estimate of its lower  limit.  Addition of a small  spin-orbit 
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potential  improves  the  calculated  differential  cross  section  and  predicts a polarization 
which is consistent  with a previous  measurement.  The two-body reactions  leading to 
p + Li  can be qualitively  described by a direct  reaction  calculation  assuming  stripping 
of a deuteron  from  He  into s- and  d-state  orbitals about the  incident  alpha  particle. 

6 
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TABLE I. - EXPERIMENTAL DATA FOR 3He(a, 

Center-of-mass 
reaction  angle, 

*cm, 
deg 

25:2 
27.  5 
29.9 
32.2 
34. 6 
37.0 
39. 3 
41.7 
44. 1 

46. 5 
48.9 
51. 3 
53.7 
56.2 
58.6 
61. 1 
63.6 
66.0 
68.6 
71. 1 
73.6 
76.2 
78.  8 
81.4 
84. 1 
86.8 
89.  5 
92.3 
95. 1 
98. 1 

Differential 
cross  

section, 
du/dQ, 
mb/sr 

112.00 
75.60 
47.30 
26.65 
13.73 
7. 10 
4.08 
3.45 
3. 92 
4. 85 
6.35 
8. 10 

10.80 
14.20 
18.80 
23.20 
26.80 
34.20 
38.40 
41.40 
42.30 
40.30 
37.00 
3  1.00 
25.80 
17.40 
11.20 

5.67 
2. 52 
1. 33 

[Ea. lab7 42 MeV. ] 

Statistica 
error,  
mb/sr 

2.30 
1.60 
1.00 
.60 
. 3 0  
. 17 
. 10 
. 0 9  
. 10 
.13  
. 15 
. 19 
.24  
. 3 0  
. 4 1  
.30  
. 53 
. 7 5  
. 8 1  
.86 
. 9 0  
.90  
. 8 5  
. 50 
. 5 1  
.43  
.26 
. 16 
.09 
. 0 5  

~~~~~~ ~ 
~~ 

Center-of-mas; 
reaction  angle, 

e cm 9 

deg 

100. 5 
102.5 
104.  5 
106.5 
108.5 
110.5 
112.  5 
114.  5 
116.  5 
118.  5 
120.  5 
122.  5 
124.  5 
126. 5 
128.  5 
130.  5 
132.  5 
134.5 
136.5 
138.  5 
140.  5 
142.  5 
144.  5 
146.5 
148.5 
150.5 
152.5 
154.  5 
156,  5 
158.  5 

Differentia 
cross  

section, 
du/dQ 
mb/sr 

1.77 
2.78 
4. 16 
6.66 
8. 75 

11.20 
13.  15 
14.49 
15.20 
14.85 
14.80 
13.  50 
11.80 
10.10 
8.33 
6.78 
4.85 
3. 54 
2.42 
2.01 
1. 18 
1. 24 
1. 54 
1.99 
2.73 
3.86 
5. 55 
8.25 

11.70 
15. 50 

... .. 

Statistica 
error ,  
mb/sr 

0.07 
. 10 
. 1 5  
. 2 1  
.28  
. 3 4  
. 2 5  
.42 
. 4 0  
.40  
. 4 0  
.38  
.34  
.28  
.23  
. 2 1  
. 13 
. 12 
. 08 
.07 
.05  
. 0 5  
.06 
.06 
. 10 
. 12 
. 18 

.25  

.42 

. 50 
- . . -. . - 
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TABLE II. - EXPERIMENTAL DATA FOR 3He(4He, p)6Li 

[Ea, lab' 42 MeV.] 

(a) Reaction Q-value, -4.02 MeV @) Reaction Q-value, -6.20 MeV 

'cm' 
deg 

19. 1 
24. 5 
30. 5 
36.6 
42.6 
48. 5 
54. 3 
60. 1 
65.  8 
71.  4 
74.2 
79.7 
84.9 
95. 3 

100.2 
105.0 
109.6 
114.0 
124.3 
133.6 
141.7 
152.3 
155.4 
161.2 
166.6 
171.  5 

Center-of-mass 
reaction  angle, 

Iifferential 
cross 

section, 
du/dSl , 
mb/sr 

2.78 
2.12 
1. 57 
1. 50 
1. 47 
1.93 
2.  19 
2.48 
2.70 
2. 55 
2.72 
2.73 
2. 19 
1.77 
1. 87 
1. 83 
1.63 
2.07 
1. 84 
1. 94 
1. 85 
2.05 
2.88 
4.20 
6.22 
7.32 

jtatistical 
error,  
mb/sr 

0.21 
. 10 
.07 
.07 
. 0 8  
. 10 
. 11 
. 13 
. 18 
- 0 9  
. 15 
. 2 0  
. 16 
. 10 
. 11 
. 11 
. 14 
. 1 5  
. 13 
. 14 
. 16 
. 19 
.22  
. 2 5  
.27  
. 2 5  

:enter-of-mass 
reaction  angle, 

deg 

19.8 
25. 2 
31. 5 
43.9 
50.0 
56.0 
62.0 
67.9 
73.6 
76.5 
82. 1 
87.6 
98. 1 

103.2 
108.3 
115.0 
127.6 
136.7 
144.7 
151.6 
154.7 
157.6 
163.0 
167.9 
172.4 

Differential 
cross 

section, 
du/dSl, 
mb/sr 

6.02 
5.29 
4.71 
3.92 
4. 06 
3.60 
3. 26 
3.04 
3.20 
3.62 
3.67 
3.69 
4.26 
4.36 
4.  56 
4.92 
6.09 
8.02 

11.2 
14.9 
15. 5 
17.6 
19.4 
22.3 
23.8 

3tatistical 
error,  
mb/sr 

0.40 
. 13 
.26 
.46  
. 15 
. 2 3  
. 2 5  
. 19 
. 18 
. 3 1  
. 2 3  
. 3 9  
. 16 
. 17 
. 2 4  
. 4 2  
.42 
. 3 0  
. 4 9  

1. 0 1  
1.02 
.54  

1. 10 
1. 10 
2. 10 
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Potential 
rea l  potential, se t  

Radius of Real 

V, potential, 

MeV F 

I 
2. 28 173.0 I1 
2.22  65.7 

TABLE III. - 3He(ct, @)'He OPTICAL POTENTIALS 

Diffuseness  Absorptive 
of real potential, 

potential, 

MeV 

0.27  0.75 
. 145 1. 12 

Radius of 
potential, of absorptive absorptive 

Spin-orbit Diffuseness 

potential, 

0. 50 1.68 5. 5 

MeV F F 

Vso, potential, 

5 .3  1. 05 1.00 

RI' AI' 

Radius dof 
spin 

orbit  potential, 

Rso, 
F 

2.22 
2.28 

Diffuseness 

orbit  potential, 



Figure 1. - Typical  spectrum  for 3He(o,  p)'Li. Laboratory  scattering  angle, 40'. 

r 

Center-of-mass  angle, Ocm, deg 

Figure 2. - Elastic  scattering of @-MeV alpha  Particles  from 
helium-3. 
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t 

10 I I - . - I  I 
0 .05  .10  .15 .20 .25  .30  .35 

Laboratory  scattering  angle, elat,, rad 

Figure 3. - Helium-3  breakup  cross  section  having  recoil  alpha  particles  greater 

than 17 MeV; incident  alpha  energy, 42 MeV. s i n  8 = 2500 '; 
oT = 2nL8$ s i n  8 d8 = 1260 mb. 

do 
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2 1 +65.8 MeV I 
0 2 4 6 8 

Radius of optical  form  factor, R, F 

0 

J 
20 40 60 80 100  120  140 160 

Center-of-mass  angle, Ocm, deg 

Figure 4. - Calculat ion of optical  model  having  radially  extended  absorptive  potentials. 
Real  part  of  optical  potential, 65.8 MeV; radius of  optical  form  factor, 2.2 fermi; 
diffuseness, 0.27 fermi. 
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Center-of-mass angle, ecm, deg 

Figure 5. - Calculation of optical model having deep-well real  potential  and  radially extended absorptive 
potential,  using set I1 of table 111. 

1.2 
1.8 2.2 2.6 3.0 3.4 

Absorptive  radius, F 

Figure 6. - Variation of absorptive  well  depth  and  diffuse- 

data (x2 = 800 for 60 points). 
ness  with  radius  for  constant  standard  deviation  from 

3.8 
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l w W  

10 

1 

Potential set 
(table 111) 

I 

I I I 

-1.0 L. I I I I L A  
0 20 40 60 80 100  120 140 160 

Center-of-mass  angle, Elcm, deg 

Figure 7. - Differential  cross  section  and  polarization. 
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I l l  I I I I  I I  I I1 I I 

.1 
0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 

Center-of-mass  angle, e,,,, deg 

f igure 8. - Ground-state  cross  section  for 3He(a, p)6Li.  Isotopic  spin, 0; JT  = 1’; reaction  9-value, 
-4.02 MeV; incident  energy, 42 MeV. 
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Distorted-wave  calculations  for  deuteron 
capture  into  d-state  orbital 

- - All reactions;  pseudo  binding  energy, EB = 0.5 MeV 

"- Reactions  for r > 4 F; EB = 0.09 MeV 
Reactions  for  radii r > 4 F; EB = 0.5 MeV 

/ 

1 
0 20 40 60 80 100  120  140 160 180 

Center-of-mass  angle, Ocm, deg 

Figure 9. - First-excited-state cross section  for 3He(a, p)6Li. Isotopic  spin, 0; J K  = 3'; reaction 
Q-value, -6.20 MeV; incident  energy, 42 MeV. 

r 

I I ~~ I ~.. -L-L,l 
0 20 40 60 80 100 120  140  160 180 

Center-of-mass  angle, Ocm, deg 

Figure 10. - Differential  cross  section  for 'Li(p, p)'Li. Incident  proton  energy, 19.6  MeV. Real part 
of  optical  potential,  49.6 MeV; radius of real  form  factor, 1.25; diffuseness, 0.53 fermi.  Absorptive 
part of optical  potential,  6.8 MeV; radius of absorptive  form  factor. 1.25; diffuseness, 0.45 fermi. 
(Data  from  ref. 24.) 
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